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ABSTRACT
Agents that interact with humans in complex, social tasks need the
ability to comprehend as well as employ common social strategies.
In negotiation, there is ample evidence of such techniques being
used efficaciously in human interchanges. In this work, we
demonstrate a new design for socially aware agents that employ one
such technique—favor exchange—in order to gain value when
playing against humans. In an online study of a robust, simulated
social negotiation task, we show that these agents are effective
against real human participants. In particular, we show that agents
that ask for favors during the course of a repeated set of negotiations
are more successful than those that do not. Additionally, previous
work has demonstrated that humans can detect when agents betray
them by failing to return favors that were previously promised. By
contrast, this work indicates that these betrayal techniques may go
largely undetected in complex scenarios.

1

Background

1.1 Motivation
Creating virtual agents capable of realistic, human-like negotiation
advances various artificial intelligence tasks and is a key challenge
problem across multiple disciplines [15]. Since negotiation is a
quintessentially social task, virtual agents that are capable of
influencing, understanding, and interacting with human partners
must follow and understand social strategies. In order to develop
effective social agents, we must design and evaluate new strategies
through rigorous empirical study.
Much work has been dedicated to understanding and mapping
effective strategies within human negotiation. Indeed, there is a
robust literature within the psychology and business communities
that showcases the various strategies and effects relevant to human
negotiation [3-4][7-10][14][28][30], just as there is a substantial
body of work among virtual agent researchers in implementing
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them [6][11][17-20]. Among these are strategies that deal
primarily with repeated negotiations, where longitudinal effects
such as reputation and favor exchange become relevant. Favor
exchange relies on a form of reputation calculus (a mental “ledger”
of owed favors) and a perception of how likely a given partner is to
return favors. These two concepts are thus entwined, and effective
long term agents that participate in repeated interactions must
understand and adapt to these human concerns [27].
We are interested in furthering the understanding of favor
exchange (and relatedly, reputation), in the human-agent
negotiation context.
Other work has examined effective
negotiation strategies in human-agent competitions [23], as well as
the use of favors in simple ultimatum games [21]. However, we are
aiming to examine favor exchange in a new and more complex task
(multi-issue bargaining).
Beyond merely changing the domain in which these issues are
examined, there are further important factors to be disentangled in
order to create agents that can accurately model (or at least,
effectively interact with) humans. In particular, there has been little
work that has performed an analysis of the magnitude of favors
exchanged. While it is generally accepted that most humans can
keep a rough “ledger” of favors owed to others and to themselves,
it has been difficult to capture this mental process empirically. If
we can measure the sensitivity of humans to various favor exchange
paradigms, we can better design agents that can navigate the edges
of this strategic technique. Finally, this work serves as an
illustrative example of the importance of longitudinal, highly
interactive human-agent negotiation. We examine and affect the
behavior of human users in human-agent negotiation in a repeated
interaction with a virtual agent. By showing that human behavior
differs at later points when agent behavior is identical, after humans
are exposed at earlier points to divergent agent behavior, we
unequivocally state the non-Markovian nature of the human/socialagent interaction problem.
In short, this paper and its contained empirical study answer
three separate, but important research items. The study is therefore
designed to address three research hypotheses:
a)

favors are an effective tactic (i.e., they increase the total
value claimed when used)

b)

the “magnitude” of the favor returned is/is not
important (i.e., does returning a large amount of value vs.
a small amount matter, or is the act of returning any value
at all sufficient?)
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c)

negotiation history will affect human behavior even if
current agent behavior is identical (i.e., two agents who
act identically in the current interaction may still yield
different results due to their differing histories)

We specifically define “negotiation” in this work as being akin
to the “multi-issue bargaining task” that is common in the literature
(e.g., as described in [12]). In this task, two parties attempt to
divide up a finite number of issues, allocating some number of these
issues to either side. Each issue may have quantities greater than
one, allowing each issue to be split partially between each side.
Moreover, each issue is worth an unknown amount to each side,
and these amounts may be discovered during the course of the
negotiation. Both parties also have a “best alternative to negotiated
agreement” (BATNA), which represents their score (normally a
small number) if they fail to reach agreement with their partner.
The “negotiation space” refers to the entire discrete space of fullyallocated solutions, wherein all items have been distributed to one
side or the other, and none remain unallocated.

1.2 Trust and Favors
To study favor exchange, we must contend with other critical
negotiating components—reputation and trust. We make the
argument that the likelihood of returning favors—and thus, their
expected value—is based on the level of trust in the opponent.
Trust can be developed very swiftly in social situations [25], but is
of course also affected by the generalized reputation an opposing
negotiator may have. Reputation may be seen as a public concept
(e.g., Yelp review ratings) or as an individual record (e.g., personal
notes/memories about an interaction). We focus on the latter sense
in this work, and how the exchange of favors can alter trust (and
individualized reputation) in meaningful ways.
Indeed, not only does information about reputation potentially
provide information about how an opponent may conduct
themselves before negotiations begin, savvy negotiators can
manipulate their own reputation in the same way to achieve an
advantage. For example, if a negotiator is seen as trustworthy
before a negotiation begins, then the opponent is less likely to
mistrust potentially valuable information provided about
preferences. A negotiator who is preparing to face off against an
opponent who is known to be very tough may be more guarded, but
may also come in ready to concede in order to preempt a long and
vicious fight.
But, reputation is more than just an a priori baseline on which
to base initial strategies in the absence of real information. Since
reputation is assumed to be dynamic (what you do will change your
reputation), negotiators must select strategies that will not only lead
them to success in a single negotiation, but will also lead to the
desired reputation. This assumes that there is a chance of
interacting with the same individual again (otherwise, reputation
gains would not help to gain future value).
As a case study in this phenomenon, we examine work by de
Melo et al [10]. In this study, human participants were instructed
to provide information about how they would negotiate in the
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future, by providing instructions to an agent that served as their
representative. Participants who acted through a representative—
as compared to people who acted directly with no intermediary—
construed the problem on a higher (relationship and norms) level,
and selected fairer behavior for their agent. This indicates an
increased concern with concepts of reputation.
Still, the dynamics of trust and reputation are not fully
understood. In other work [22], it has been shown that while this
initial consideration for fairness may exist, prior negative
negotiation experience leads to increasingly manipulative behavior,
as participants begin endorsing techniques like lying and negative
emotion use. However, since this previous study does not make
explicit the expectation of repeated future interactions with the
same partner, it is unclear how relationships between the human
and various agents would develop over time.
In short, humans manage to maintain a concept of relationships,
especially with regards to tasks with clear outcomes. Negotiation
is one such clear-outcome task. In this work, we examine a narrow
strategy related to reputation that is effective in human negotiation
called “favors and ledgers”. This strategy allows negotiators to
accept unfair outcomes in the short term with the expectation that
these favors will be repaid over time, thus unlocking greater shared
value (“growing the pie”). Related work has shown this strategy to
be effective in human-agent interactions, but in limited contexts
(not full-fledged multi-issue negotiation) [21]. Similar work has
been conducted, focusing on trust [13] and social dependencies
[16].

1.3 Pareto-Optimality over Time
One of the key areas for expanding research within human-agent
negotiation is the study of temporally-aware agents. Temporallyaware agents have benefits that are most clearly illustrated by
examining the additional value that can be claimed across multiple
integrative negotiations. These benefits have been shown in ANAC
2018 [23], and provide the mathematical motivation and
explanation for why favor-exchanging strategies are effective and
sought-after.
Within a given negotiation, division of resources between
competing sides can be represented graphically by the set of points
representing the utility that each participant receives from a given
distribution. Each point that does not generate strictly less utility
for both parties is considered to be Pareto optimal (lying on the
Pareto frontier). Formally, given a set S of points representing the
joint utility of a deal, the set of Pareto optimal points P is defined
as:
P = {p} | ∀ p ∊ S, ∄ q ∊ S, (px < qx ∧ py < qy)
Thus, points falling below the curve generated by these points
are considered suboptimal (or “inefficient”), as the deal that those
points represent could be improved for one player without harming
the other.

Varied Magnitude Favor Exchange in Human Negotiation
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Table 1: Example Integrative Issue Utilities
Apples

Figure 1: The space of negotiation options in a simple, twonegotiation repeated interaction
Unfortunately, when repeated negotiations are allowed to occur,
simply combining Pareto optimal solutions in each individual
negotiation can be arbitrarily inefficient over time. This is clearest
when the Pareto frontier is convex (Figure 1). In this figure, two
negotiations are represented by the red and blue curves. The green
curve represents the most extreme edge of the sum of the x- and yvalues of these individual negotiations, and thus the area below that
curve represents the total problem space of all possible deals in the
red and blue negotiations, taken consecutively. In short, this green
curve represents the optimal total value of the outcome of two
consecutive negotiations.
In this example, humans are likely to pursue the “fair solution”
in either individual negotiation (an even split, illustrated as the deal
solution at points “A1” and “A2” in Figure 1, which exists on both
the red and blue curves). This obvious solution may be efficient for
the individual negotiation, but if this even-split solution is chosen
for both the red and blue negotiations, it will lead to a summed
solution for the combined negotiation that is well below the Pareto
optimal zone. In other words, two even splits in a row will sum to
fall in the “Pareto inefficient” zone, shy of the green curve, at point
“A”. Conversely, choices “B1” and “B2” are possible deals in the
red and blue negotiations (respectively), and they are also efficient
when summed (i.e., their sum lies on the green Pareto frontier, at
point “B”). However, humans are unlikely to choose either of these
“B” points (without prior training) as they would be seen to be
violating the norm of fairness for an individual game. Thus the
choice of either “B” point is somewhat counterintuitive, but in fact
the two combine to form a Pareto efficient and fair solution over
two consecutive games. Formally, this two-negotiation solution has
been defined as [21]:
P2 = {p1 + p2} | ∀ p1, ∊ S1, ∀ p2 ∊ S2, ∄ q1 ∊ S1, ∄ q2 ∊ S2
(p1x + p2x < q1x + q2x ∧ p1y + p2y < q1y + q2y)
In terms of effective—and simplified— negotiation advice, this
example shows that choosing “unfair” solutions in single
negotiations can lead to “growing the pie” while remaining fair in
multiple, repeated negotiations.

Bananas

Item Quantity

4

4

Item Utility to A

3

1

Item Utility to B

1

3

Favors and ledgers is one approach of social interaction that
allows parties to discover and achieve such efficient (yet
unintuitive) solutions, by recognizing the implications of the
changing utilities from negotiation 1 to negotiation 2.
Next, consider for example the simple utility table shown in
Table 1. In this example, it is a common but nonoptimal solution
to evenly split all items between the two sides. In actuality,
however, both sides could do better by simply giving Side A all of
the apples, and Side B all of the bananas. If one side recognizes
that there will be surplus of apples in the future, that side may agree
to forego a “fair” split of the bananas today, with the promise of
receiving a similar favor in some future negotiation. This technique
of “banking” joint value can be very effective in negotiations, and
helps establish mutually beneficial relationships between
negotiation partners. Even in situations where payoffs are uncertain
(one side does not know the other prefers bananas), exchanging
favors is still a viable strategy. Of course, malicious manipulation
of favor returns, in which one party claims to incur a favor by
accepting a poor deal when in fact it was a good deal for them, is
also possible.
In the case of repeated negotiations, achieving Pareto-optimalover-time results can be accomplished more easily through the
repeated exchange of favors that result in locally unfair results but
overall fair exchange. We can therefore predict that virtual agents
that can maintain an internal state of their own “ledger” while
taking into account opponents’ “ledgers” will allow them to
robustly deal with these temporal considerations.
The study presented in this paper will examine the use of favors
and ledgers in a human-agent negotiation. Specifically, it will
examine if the tactic is useful in gaining points over time in
practice, and to what extent humans can reason over favor
magnitude and favor history, in a fidelitous, dynamic interaction.

2

Experimental Design

2.1 Study Design
Since the nature of favor exchange relies on multiple interactions
over time, we design a repeated negotiation scenario, where
humans and agents will engage in several back-to-back negotiation
rounds. We also customize the favor-returning behavior of a virtual
agent. We choose to design both the chosen negotiation tasks as
well as the agents themselves using the IAGO negotiation platform,
a web-based API designed to create and measure human-agent
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negotiation interactions [20]. IAGO provides several channels for
interacting with a virtual agent—namely, a virtual negotiation table
with movable objects (Figure 2, left middle), an embodied agent
that can display emotion (Figure 2, left top), and a text-based chathistory where players can send pre-scripted responses (Figure 2,
right).
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is owed from round 1. This varied behavior allows us to directly
evaluate hypothesis “b”. In the final negotiation, all agents pursue
a fair, consensus-building strategy. In this way, we are able to
examine the results of the history of their behavior leading up to
round 3, while their behavior within round 3 remains identical
(thereby allowing us to evaluate hypothesis “c”).
This study therefore features agents that explicitly attempt
betrayal as well as those that promote sincere descriptions of their
future behavior. We can narrow our research goals further:
It is hypothesized, based on prior work in simpler domains [24]
that there will be both a benefit of cooperation for the favor-seeking
agents in the third negotiation, as well as a cost of betrayal for the
betraying agents. However, demanding agents may or may not be
viewed as returning the favor adequately in round 2, and therefore
their performance is as of yet unclear. It is further hypothesized
that the three agents that request favors in round 1 will result in
higher acceptance rates than the agent that does not (the no-favor
agent). The results of this study will confirm which strategies, in
general, are the most effective ones for agents to employ when
negotiating over an extended period of time. The behavior of the
agents is summarized in Table 2.

Figure 2: IAGO Research Platform
In order to examine our research questions relating to the
magnitude of favors, our primary independent variable is the size
of returned favors.
We create a 3-cell, between-subjects
experimental design, with an additional non-matched 4th cell. The
study involves an IAGO agent with three variants of favorexchanging behavior: the agent will either ask and return favors
(favor-reciprocating), ask for favors but weakly return them
(demanding), or ask but not return favors (betraying). The final
agent makes no explicit calls for favors (no promise), and is
therefore included to evaluate the efficacy of favor behavior at all
(hypothesis “a”). Agents try to secure the most points in 3 back-toback 7-minute negotiations.
There are structural differences that promote the effective use
of favor exchange for both sides. The first negotiation features a
structure that has high-value items for the agent, but low-value
items for the human. The second negotiation contains a reversed
structure (high-value for human, low-value for agent). The final
negotiation is structurally equal for both sides, with the items
generally worth few points. This structure is similar to that of other
work [23], and also provides an incentive to readily accept the favor
in round 1 because there is an obvious structural basis to do so.
All agents pursue an aggressive strategy in round 1, but the
favor-reciprocating, demanding, and betraying agents justify their
behavior by claiming that a favor will be paid back later. The nopromise agent does not make any claims as to its future behavior
and does not use favors. In round 2, the agent negotiates
aggressively if it is a betraying or no-promise agent, negotiates on
nearly-fair terms if it is a demanding agent and a favor is owed from
round 1, and gives ground if it is a favor-seeking agent and a favor

This study was conducted on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk
(MTurk) service, with N=161 subjects recruited. Best practices
were followed, including tutorials, attention check questions,
recruitment criteria (e.g., high worker rating), and allotment of
lottery entry for a cash payment for high performance across the
negotiation. After filtering for attention check failure and user
absence (repeated timeouts), we retained N=105 (“Gothel” N=23,
“Jiminy” N=23, “Gaston” N=20, “Ursula” N=39). All study
procedures were approved by a university review board for ethics.

2.2 Agent Design
We are able to design favor-exchanging virtual agents through the
IAGO platform, which provides an API for virtual negotiating
agent design [20]. Indeed, IAGO facilitates the development of
these kinds of agents by providing session-long user states that
allow agents to be designed that can recall information from
previous interactions. All agents used in this study utilized the
same kinds of emotional behavior (responding with positive
emotion to good events, and never using anger). They also used the
same embodiment of the agent: a photorealistic male. We note that
varying the gender of the agent may cause differences in overall
rapport (e.g., see [19]), so we kept this constant in the design.
Within the IAGO platform, favor exchange is explicitly
supported through a subtype of message events. Both human
players and agents are capable of expressing the key events required
to update and maintain a ledger of favors. Specifically, both sides
can request favors, accept and reject these requests, and explicitly
(claim) to return favors. All of these are non-binding convenience
communications—humans and agents both maintain their actual
ledgers internally. In particular, this means that claiming to return
a favor is untied to the truth of the actual return (something often
better expressed through the “deeds” of the actual offers received).

Table 2: Agent Behavior

Structure supports?

Round 1
Agent side

Round 2
Human side

Favor-reciprocating agents (“Jiminy”)
Betraying agents (“Gothel”)

Favor request
Favor request

Return large favor opportunity
No favor return

Demanding agents (“Ursula”)
No-promise agents (“Gaston”)

Favor request
No favor request

Return small favor opportunity
No favor return

While we believe this design yields results that improve our
understanding of human-like negotiating agents, the design does
have some limitations. The agents try to take into account any
preferences that users may state, and also must assess whether or
not the users actually respond positively to the favor requests in
round 1. Since interactive agents must be consistent for results to
be meaningful, this means that the experience within an
experimental cell may differ slightly from subject to subject. For
example, it is problematic for a favor-reciprocating agent to return
a favor in round 2 if it did not grant one in round 1. Similarly, the
user experience may differ slightly in round 3, depending on
whether or not users ask for favors from the agent. Still, we argue
that these divergences from strict reproducibility are necessary in
order to provide an ecologically-valid and truly interactive
experience.
The designed agents are therefore capable of altering their
strategy to the individual situation, as both favor-reciprocating and
demanding agents will only return favors if they owe the human a
favor, OR if directly asked when their ledger is neutral. Although
this essentially complicates the analysis for agents that were
engaging in favors vs. those that did not, we collapse across this
distinction in the pursuit of realistic, ecologically-valid, and
interactive behavior. Agents are fundamentally dynamic and
adaptive in their design. For example, all agents have an
internalized conception of “fairness” based on their internal mental
model of the opponent. These agents look for a moderately sized

No favor request; favor grant
possible
No favor request or grant
No favor request; favor grant
possible
No favor request or grant

positive margin over their opponents in all deals. However, adverse
events (such as offer rejections) will reduce this margin over time.

3

Results & Discussion

We tested for differences between agents in their negotiation
outcome. We conducted a one-way ANOVA on total points
received by the agents across all three rounds. In the omnibus
ANOVA, the agents significantly differed on the number of points
they earned across the three negotiations (F(1, 97) = 2.77, p = .045).
These results are summarized in Figure 3, and indicate that there
was an overall significant effect of favor behavior.
We performed planned post-hoc analysis to determine the
agents driving this effect. Follow-up planned contrasts revealed
that, while the agents that used favor language (Gothel, Ursula, and
Jiminy) on average received more points than the agent that did not
use favor language (Gaston; t(97) = 2.58, p = .011); the agents that
used favor language did not significantly differ among each other
(ts < 1.16, ps > .25).
Total Points Earned by Agent (3 Rounds)
132
130
128
126

Points

Implementation of the favor behavior includes a new set of
dialog options within IAGO to discuss favor requests and returns.
In particular, all favor-utilizing agents always open round 1 with a
favor request. If that request is accepted verbally, it leads to an
actual favorable offer. If the offer is then accepted, then agent’s
ledger is updated accordingly. Betraying agents ignore their own
ledger (so they never attempt to return favors). Favor-reciprocating
agents and demanding agents both try to pay back any incurred
favors but do so in different magnitudes (the reciprocating agents
offer an entire issue of items for free, while the demanding agents
offer a single item for free). Both reciprocating agents and
demanding agents will grant users favors if asked, but only if they
are not already owed a favor (and not in round 1, where the structure
favors the agents).

Round 3
Neither side

124
122
120
118
116
114
112
Gothel

Ursula
Fav or

Jiminy

Gaston
No favor

Figure 3: Points Earned in Total (favor agents in blue).
Planned 3v1 (blue v orange) contrasts are significant; no other
significant differences.
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Points Earned by Agent (Per Round)
62

Points Earned (Round 1)

35
60

34

58

33
32

56

31

54

30
29

52

28

50

Points Earned (Rounds 2 & 3)

36

27
Gothel

Ursula

Jiminy

Favor
Round 1

Gaston
No favor

Round 2

Round 3

Figure 4: Points Earned Per Round
Breaking this down by negotiation (Figure 4), we find that the
primary difference between favor-utilizing and non-favor-utilizing
agents is driven by the results in round 1. Analysis by round
revealed that this overall difference tended to be driven—as
expected—by round 1 (F(1, 97) = 1.60, p = .19). Due to the
behaviors of the agents in asking for favors as well as the structure
of the round 1 negotiation favoring the agent, this result clearly
indicates that merely asking for favors is an effective technique,
which supports our first research hypothesis “a”.
We also found that, while not significant, round 3 (F(1, 97) =
2.35, p = .077) also contributes to this difference somewhat, but
there was no hint of differences between agents on round 2 (F(1,
97) = 0.72, p = .55). Even though the omnibus effect did not reach
significance for round 3, follow-up planned contrasts showed the
same pattern; while the agents that used favor language on average
received more points than the agent that did not use favor language
(t(97) = 1.96, p = .05), the agents that used favor language did not
significantly differ among each other (ts < 1.56, ps > .12). The same
pattern also emerged for round 1: again, the agents that used favor
language on average received more points than the agent that did
not use favor language (t(97) = 2.06, p = .04), but none of the
differences between the agents that used favor language approached
significance (ts < 0.76, ps > .44). On round 2 though, the
comparison of favor to non-favor agents did not reach significance
(t(97) = 1.36, p = .18), and again none of the contrasts between
favor agents approached significance (ts < 0.55, ps > .58).
While the differences among the three favor-granting agents do
not reach traditional levels of significance, the betraying agent,
“Gothel” does trend toward being the highest-scoring agent. In
previous work, [24], there has been shown to be clear cost of
betrayal that appeared early in a set of negotiations. Here, this
difference does not appear, and, if anything, appears to be reversed.
One possible explanation for this difference is the relative
complexity of the task—an IAGO-driven full multi-issue
bargaining task is far removed from repeated ultimatum games
found in prior work. Indeed, while the favor results indicate that
people are indeed capable of perceiving that favors are being asked,

participants may not be able to grasp that they are being
outmaneuvered by the betraying agent. Our second research
hypothesis is therefore somewhat inconclusive, as the magnitude of
the favor returned does not show significant differences.
To examine our final research hypothesis, we turn to analysis of
the round 3 results among agents that have near-identical behavior
in that round (but differ according to their historical behavior). This
is accomplished by comparing the betraying (Gothel) and no-favor
agents (Gaston). One-way analysis of these two agents in
Negotiation 2 indicates a significant difference (t = 2.281, p =
0.029, no variance assumption). This result indicates that indeed,
negotiation history is critically important in reaching conclusions
about socially-aware agent behavior and design.
These results seem to indicate that favor-exchange behavior is
certainly perceivable by human users in repeated multi-issue
bargaining tasks. The usefulness of favors is demonstrated,
although the costs of failure to return is still unclear. Part of this
mitigated cost of betrayal may be due to the complexity of the task.
We also note that most of the participants did engage with the
favor behavior of the agents that demonstrated it. This included
generating favor requests of their own (13-15% of participants per
round), as well as simply responding to the agent’s favor requests.
In order to further investigate the extent to which participants
were aware of their own favor-granting behavior, we examined the
results of a self-reported questionnaire that took place between
rounds. In this questionnaire, participants were asked whether or
not they “did the agent a favor” in round 1.
We performed additional analysis comparing this self-report
measure of favor acceptance in round 1 to the actual behavior of the
human participants. It was found that respondents to the self-report
question believed they were giving a favor in much higher
quantities than they actually did so using the interface. Notably,
some of these self-reports came from Gaston, the no-favor agent
that never explicitly asked for favors! Therefore, the non-favor
agents are still perceived as being given favors. This result
reinforces the idea that human perceptions of favors are highly
mutable. Furthermore, these results are based on actual interactive
data, and are thus arguably more ecologically-valid than other
methods.

4

Conclusions & Future Work

By its nature, work performed at the intersection of human
psychology and virtual agent design performs twin goals. Namely,
it provides us insight about how humans work in the wild
(especially when we use tools that preserve the ecological validity
of such interactions, like IAGO). Additionally, it allows us to
deploy and test virtual agents that can effectively work within these
goals to yield the results we want—whether those results be victory,
education of participants, or simply efficient interaction. This study
provides valuable benefit to both goals.

Varied Magnitude Favor Exchange in Human Negotiation
Our results show the clear effectiveness of favor exchange in
multi-issue bargaining tasks—a new domain for this strategy.
Previous work in human-human negotiation has proven the
effectiveness of the strategy, but we must rigorously confirm these
results in a human-agent context, where agents are often considered
differently than their human analogues. For psychologists, this
provides clear evidence that social techniques in negotiation, when
employed by virtual agents, maintain their vigor. For agent
designers, this result shows a roadmap for designing advanced
strategies in new agents designed to work with humans.
Beyond this mere demonstration of effectiveness, we have
contributed new knowledge that humans may not often engage in
the rigor needed to evaluate the magnitude of favor returns. Or, at
the very least, they may rely on heuristics and Type 1 thinking [2]
without triggers to make situations warrant further examination.
For those interested in teaching humans to be better negotiators, this
point—that special attention should be paid to favor magnitudes—
is therefore of special interest. We also note that while the true
value of the favor is known to us in this experiment, the perception
of the value of the favor is not directly measurable, and may be
systematically influenced by the agent behavior. Indeed, this
hidden potential mediator makes further analysis of favor
magnitude even more difficult—we encourage future work to
address this, potentially through participant self-report.
Finally, we have reiterated the point shown by other researchers
that repeated interactions present a new class of more complex
problems, and that these problems require a lengthy, past-looking
analysis of events, rather than a reliance on static state machines.
While this non-Markovian notion is not new (nor, would we argue,
cause for alarm), it is clearly demonstrated by the difference in
participant behavior in round 3 of the study—a time when all agents
act similarly but have systematically-differing histories.
Our study has some limitations—as we pursue ever-more
interactive behavior on behalf of our agents, we necessarily sully
the purity of our empirical design. As every participant has a
slightly different experience with our agents, their mental models
and interpretations of those agents’ behaviors necessarily differ.
Regardless, we encourage this type of experimental work, as any
differences we do find are therefore more likely to be repeatable
and impactful.
In the future, we wish to pinpoint the line between betrayal and
cooperation more precisely. What triggers are there that will allow
humans to detect and monitor “good” and “bad” favor returns?
What lines can an agent cross before its reputation and the trust
required for favor exchange is damaged? And, is that damage
irreparable? These and other questions tie greatly into research on
human machine trust, and we welcome extensions by researchers
in those subfields, and others [5][13][26]. For now, we will
continue to develop social agents for repeated negotiation, and aim
to further the development of such agents that use favor exchange
and other hitherto essentially human strategies.
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